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EDUCATION

My passion is learning new
technologies and share it with my
colleges when the chance shows
up, this brings me great joy.

The British School of Cordoba
Primary, secondary and Baccalaureate studies
Took the scientific-technological branch, with Advanced
Mathematics. All the teachers were native English, that strongly
reinforced an advanced & very fluent level of English.

I am self-taught mainly thanks to
enthusiasm. That means I am driven
by passion and end goal. On the
technical side, my skillset includes
HTML5, CSS & SASS, JavascriptTypeScript-Nodejs-Angular-Ionic,
jQuery, Java-Katalon, PHP, JSP and
SQL. Skilled with Git version control
and NPM package manager.
Accustomed to the use of Bootstrap
and PrimeNG, the latter made me
love Angular way deeper.
I love trying out stuff, then polish it to
achieve something that gets me a
cool feeling of satisfaction.
Educated and pleasant, although
initially somewhat shy. I have my
own vehicle and availability
(actually preference) to travel.

CONTACT
Phone:
+34 662-56-70-47

Website:
https://pcaballeropacheco.com/
Email:
hola@pcaballeropacheco.com

HOBBIES
Videogames
Padel
Angular
Skiing
History

Trassierra & Gran Capitán
Degree in Web and Web Applications Development
This gave me a solid base on programming, as well as some main
programming languages that allowed me to understand more easily
more advanced programs and continue improving. My degree project
was an iOS & Android application that is these days being used by new
students, to do it, I had to dig in Angular and Ionic, I loved it!

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Bosbe – Hybrid Phone Apps Developer
I developed a few phone applications to meet the demands
of some customers that initially purchased websites, but I also
helped developing those webpages. I had to do a lot of selfleaning and to speed up, I purchased a few Udemy courses.
Really good courses which (most) I would recommend.
Everis – Automated Testing Developer & Java Developer
Learnt and developed Katalon for “British Car Auctions” project. I loved
seeing the enormous utility that contributed to the complex and
extensive web application that my colleagues were developing.
Months later, when Katalon caught up with development, they moved
me to develop Java for the European Medicines Agency, where I was
not especially happy due the often lack of workload, but I could
practice on a daily basis my English, which was getting bit rusty.
Atos – Frontend Developer with Angular 7, 8 & PrimeNG
Applied and joined as I was promised lots of Angular. At first it was
understanding, improving and extending an existing project, but when
that ended, I joined a newly made team that would create from
scratch an enormous Angular8 application for the Electrical Network of
Spain. I’m quite happy with what I’m working with, as I keep on
improving and learning Angular which I really like and that will keep on
growing and last thanks to the support of both Google and Microsoft.
Languages: Native Spanish, C1 English, A2 French

